Why are you here?
You’re chained to the ground.

Excuse me?
I am here on behalf of the good. Please give me some time.

Who are ‘the good’?
Those whose lives are directed toward ascension.

You mean, like, religious types?
Belief impedes release. The ascension I refer to is a process of finding God within and the universe without.

Mankind?
Mankind is trapped. I want to help you spring the trap.

What makes you able to do this?
The key I offer you consists of a new way of seeing yourselves that will free you.

There’s nothing new under the sun.
There are thoughts unthought and words unspoken. For example, I have a message for you about the next age, and the one just past.

Dare I ask?
The most important thing about the last age was the Holocaust.

An ‘age’ means what?
An age is a bit over 2000 years.

The length of a Zodiacal sign?
Yes.

And the Holocaust was the most important event in the past 2000 years?
You were meant to have acquired the ability to leave the planet by now. But you are still trapped here. You may be irretrievably lost. This is of absolutely fundamental importance, because the earth will soon be unable to support you, and yet you will not be able to leave. This is because of the Holocaust. The destruction of six million may well lead to the destruction of six billion. So it is the most important event, by far, of the age.

Why has the Holocaust prevented us from leaving the planet?
The Holocaust reduced the intelligence of the human species by killing too many of its most intellectually competent members. It is why you are still using jets seventy-five years after their invention. The understanding of gravity is denied you because of the absence of the child of a murdered Jewish couple. This child would have unlocked the secret of gravity. But he was not born. Because his parents went, the whole species must stay.

You’re saying that the catastrophe we’re facing now—too many people and no ability to leave the planet—is punishment for the Holocaust? What is happening is consequence, not punishment. The Holocaust was triggered when economic disorder combined among the Germans with a feeling of being trapped due to over-population. The resultant explosion drove the German tribe to lash out against other tribes, especially the one that lived in its midst. Unfortunately, they murdered the bearers of the intellectually strongest genes possessed by your species.
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Why are we so blind?
At deeper levels, you are a very different species than you appear to yourselves. Just as the biblical story of the fall of man and the banishment from the garden is really an allegory of the destruction of the previous civilization, so also the story of the fallen angel is an allegory of your fallen heart. The demon is the part of you that hunger for destruction.

Why do we do these things?
This is a fallen world.

What is a fallen world?
Be as the lilies of the field. When you hear that, you think: how can we possibly do that? We need to make shelter. We need to gather food. You are at war with your fate.

A species at war with God's plan?
Because you have no plan for yourselves, there is no plan for you. God wants companions, not supplicants. Become the friends of God, and you will find your plan.

What is God?
An elemental body is a mechanism filled with millions of nerve-endings that directs the attention of God into the physical.

That didn’t answer my question.
It did. Very precisely. If you were a friend of God, you would have understood. There is a much larger world behind your backs. It is this world to which man is blind. Man is soul-blind and God-blind.

How can we change?
Surrender to God.

What about free will?
Free will is only possible in God. The will of the fallen is slavery.

How do we surrender to God?
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Return to the forest. Otherwise, you will destroy the earth and yourselves.

Six billion people can’t return to the forest. The forest can’t possibly support us.
I agree. It’s impossible.

But if we destroy the earth, we end up dead. So what happens to us then?
You go forth even though you aren’t ready.

Go forth? To where?
To another state of being. Your access to elemental bodies ends.

What is an elemental body, anyway?
A body formed out of chemical elements, something drawn from the dust and made alive.

What sort of body would we have without elements?
A radiant body, potentially. Formed out of conscious energy.

What is this? How can we put it to use?
Conscious energy is not like unconscious energy, the servant of those who understand its laws. To gain access to the powers of conscious energy, you must evolve a relationship with it. Learn its needs, learn to fulfill them. But also remember, it is part of the electromagnetic spectrum, easily detectable by your science as it exists now. You can learn to signal and be heard, and to record response. The veil between the worlds can fall. The undiscovered country can become your backyard.

But how can we do this?
By first realizing that you are not cut off. There is no supernatural. There is only the natural world, and you have access to all of it. Souls are part of nature.

I don’t feel that we have access to the whole of the physical world, then. We’re trapped here on earth, for example. Our space program
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has lead feet.
When you were challenged from the outside, your government chose the path of public denial and secret defiance. This is the path to failure. It must change its policy to one of public admission and open defiance.

You speak of secrecy concerning the alien presence here?
Until you take your place, you will remain trapped. The threats that have been delivered to your government in secret are a test. To pass it, you must defy them. Your place will not be given you. You must be strong enough to take it.

I have the impression that the government knows very little.
Then you have the wrong impression. But remember that government is very complex, and a good deal of it is not what it seems at all. Much is hidden from your public officials. This world is run in secret.

Government is not what it seems?
Form an assault on secrecy. You are right to fight against official secrecy. It is the greatest present evil.

Not even most people in the government understand this, and when it comes to aliens, the culture of denial is total. Look at this book I just finished—a few thousand people will buy it, nobody will act.
You must find a way, because the alternative is to be denied your place in the higher world.

What is this higher world?
What difference does that make to you?

I am trying to find out our relationship to it.
Not all human beings are radiant bodies. But all may become such.

You are saying that we don't all have souls?
I am saying that you are not all discreet radiant beings, but all participate to some degree or other in conscious energy. To remain a separate being after death, there must exist the ability to maintain the structure of the radiant body by the action of attention. This is why we have been so insistent that you meditate. Otherwise, we will lose you when you die and we don't want that. If a being cannot self-maintain after the elemental body no longer does it automatically, it is absorbed into the flux of conscious energy. You go into the light, as it were.

Isn't this going to heaven?
There is some ecstasy, but it is not complete. When another elemental body forms that fits the pattern of that particular fragment, it will return to the physical in search of more sensation. Or, if one never does, its unfulfilled desires will remain forever as a part of the tapestry of memory.

Would the person perceive this? Feel happy? Feel trapped?
These memories are somewhat self-aware. But they do not know themselves as beings. Just as your memory of your childhood games with Mike do not have a being of their own, but rather are part of a greater whole.

You remember my childhood?
I do, of course. But we will return to that later.

How does a person evolve this radiant body?
The imprinting of essence with experience requires effort and attention. It is the object of all 'paths' and 'ways' to higher consciousness. It is the object of real prayer. To begin, you must meditate. Who does not meditate, disintegrates.

Any specific recommendations?
Paying attention to physical sensation is paying attention to energetic sensation. Being awake to oneself and one's surroundings increases the intensity of the impressions so that they affect the spin of the electrons that are present in the nervous system. In this context, being awake means being aware of one's own self while at the same time absorbing impressions from the outside. The increase in spin and enrichment of the complexity of the pattern of being that results brings more and more form to the radiant body. You will
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remember yourself after your death—who and what you were, why you existed, and what you intend for your future. You will, in short, acquire a true aim, and join the companions of God in their journey toward ecstatic and conscious union with one another and all that is. It is the difference between being a plant and being Rembrandt. The plant has a certain fragment of self-awareness, but Rembrandt is vastly complex, a being rich with fully realized talents and self awareness that makes him a worthy companion in higher form.

Rembrandt was a saint?
Rembrandt was conscious. As far as his being a saint is concerned, though—forget it. Radiant being and sainthood are not the same thing, believe me.

So he persisted as a radiant being? Where is he now?
That’s his business.

What about those who don’t acquire this ethereal independence?
After death you cannot be blind and therefore you cannot change. There, you wait.

Wait for what?
To understand that, you must first understand that the living and the dead share the same world. Your dead are not off somewhere in space. Their lives and beings are intertwined with yours. They see all that passes here, but can only affect it indirectly, if they can make themselves heard in the minds of the living. However, you the living are changing now. As this change proceeds, you are better and better able to feel the presence of your dead. You will find your dead in the immediate surroundings of their lives, for the most part, clinging to what they can of their memories, attempting to preserve their selves despite the magnetic attraction of what would envelop them.

So the light is not our friend?
The light is the fate of sleeping man. Awakened man makes his own light, as part of the radiant choir who sing forever the song of God, which is the word.

But what about people from the distant past? Surely they don’t linger here.
There is no other place for you to linger. If you are not an independent being after death, you remain engaged in the life of the earth, awaiting your chance to recur and increase your being. Lives in elemental form change the patterns of the electrons that form the soul and intensify their spin. The great dead have lived lives consciously devoted to the evolution and growth of the radiant body. But most of you, in the state of death, bear only fragmentary bits of what you were in life. Simple patterns, weak spin, no clear form to the radiant body and no ability to maintain it. You are subject to a process of recurrence so powerful that there are none from the distant past, except the radiant.

How do we access past lives?
All may remember all. You do not realize what you are.

And what of death itself? What should we expect?
A death is as unique as a face. You die into your expectations. But you generally survive them.

Somebody who doesn’t believe in the soul?
They make a great discovery.

So some become radiant bodies, some linger and try again, and some enter the memory of God? Who enters the memory of God?
Those who have no further potential and have not grown into anything. But recall that their experience does not go anywhere. It dies with the elemental body because it is insufficiently potent to survive. What survives is generally nothing but a tiny essence, a spark that would be barely recognizable as the person who had previously existed.

What is essence?
Taste. The way a certain specific being tastes. Essence is foundation.
So the bad essences go back to God. God gets the dregs?
Every life is an experiment. Not all succeed. But most do, to enough
of a degree that the being-body will remain coherent, clinging to
the earth in the region of its memories. When a body is created that
fits its essential attachments, it will be drawn to that body by a
magnetism that it cannot resist. Birth to this world is death to the
other, and vice-versa. The recurrence is a great breathing.

What do these souls do while waiting?
They experience peace, some of them, only coming slowly into an
awareness of what they need to continue on. Others are frantic, be-
cause of the nature of their lives. There can be great anguish, as
loved ones are witnessed in the nakedness and, often, the horror of
their own lives. There can be obsession, and the lusts of life can be
endlessly indulged but never satisfied, for the physical world can
be seen but not touched by these beings. However, there is also
kindness among them. In a world where there are no secrets, only
truth, the compassion of one for another is very great.

Can the dead influence the living?
Not these little ones, not much. They have not the knowledge or
wisdom to make themselves heard.

What are psychics?
A part of the electromagnetic field that fills the nervous system
rests a few centimeters above the skin, outside of the body. This
field is an organ just like the heart or the brain. It is in quantum
superposition, the electrons effectively everywhere in the universe
and nowhere specific. It may be imprinted by information from any-
where and any time. With it, you may see other worlds, you may see
the past and the future, you may see into the lives of those around
you. You may haunt God. However, the process of imprinting itself
causes the organ to cease to be in superposition and thus to cease to
be accessible to further imprinting. In psychics, there is either an
inborn or learned ability to balance the attention in such a way that
these impressions do not cause this organ to become focused into
particular form. The ability to control this organ can be developed.

How?
Many practices will work, but the best is to meditate in such a way
that the mind is concentrated on physical sensation. This relieves
the pressure of impressions incoming from the physical world on
the electromagnetic body and enables it to expand.

How far can it expand?
Anybody can become God.

In life?
In life.

How can a mere imperfect human being become the master of the
universe?
What is imperfect is your vision. You can find your perfection right
now, this moment, always.

What is this seeing? This marvellous seeing you allude to?
You must understand the difference between sight and imagina-
tion. Real inner vision unfolds with an unmistakable spontaneous-
ness. What is seen, also, is the same from person to person. But the
universe is so vast that only the most adept will be able to see the
same thing one as another. It is even hard to go back to a place you
have seen once before, unless there is a line of communication
opened between yourself and somebody who is there.

This can become a scientifically valid means of communication?
It already is, even here. Although you do not presently understand
the true meaning of indeterminacy, what you refer to as quantum
physics offers a useful partial view of the inner workings of the
physical world. Quantum instruments of communication, as your
scientists now understand them, depend upon the entanglement of
particles. You think now that you must separate two photons physi-
cally for them to be entangled, so your faster-than-light communi-
cations are limited by how far apart you can physically place the
photons you entangle. But there was a time when all particles were
in communication and so all are entangled. When you realize this,
it will also be true that your quantum communications devices will
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be able to communicate instantaneously across all worlds. But until you realize it and understand it, it will not be true for you. Vision, in the manipulation of quantum reality, as in the perfecting of your being, is everything.

You seem to be referring to scientific progress and spiritual growth in the same breath. They are the same. Your science progresses toward communication with all worlds only as fast as your spirit evolves. Animals may not leave their worlds, because they lack the ability to see the needs of others.

We are animals?
A true human being has four levels of mind. Most of you have only three, and perhaps a vestige of the fourth. Your destiny is to enter the humanity of the universe. But you must not fulfill it.

Are there such things as alien abductions?
As you grow in fourth mind, you see more.

Many of these encounters are brutal.
The kitten is terrified of the veterinarian. To subdue the little creature, violence is unavoidable.

But the slaughterhouse is also brutal.
Yours is not the destiny of the steer.

We aren’t fodder for a higher world?
I know that you can ask clever questions. Don’t try to play with me, Whitley.

That’s an even more clever answer—what’s your name, anyway?
If I said Michael?

An archangel in a turtleneck?
Legion, then?

I think you’re a perfectly ordinary person with an ordinary mother and an ordinary name.
I can imagine no greater honor than to be called human.

Let me go back to the quantum issue, because I see that as something concrete that we can understand. You started by talking of using superposition as a means of communication, then changed to talking about entangled particles. What role does superposition play in higher communication?
The tiny layer of electrons that lies outside of the skin is an organ in itself just like the eyes or the blood. It is a sensory organ, but not one that operates naturally, except in a few, as I have stated before. Even in them, it cannot be used very effectively without higher consciousness. It is the organ of higher consciousness. You must be able to watch and not watch at the same time. When you learn this, it will stay in superposition even as you take the imagery that it is receiving into your brain and process it.

You are speaking of opening the third eye?
The nervous system delivers these impressions to the area of the brain closest to the pineal gland, which is where this organ is centered.

Can machines be created that ‘see’ using an artificial version of this organ?
Machines are already being created that communicate via entangled photons. These machines will be the first that detect the voices of other worlds. It is also possible to create machines that mimic the action of the organ we have been discussing. But these machines must be conscious to work.

Conscious machines?
We will return to that later. There is a question lingering in your eyes that you have not asked. Ask it now.

What do the dead look like?
The acts of life affect the appearance of the dead in every tiny detail. Everything is imprinted upon the soul, often in surprising ways. Most dead appear as innocent children, longing for sensual lives
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and hoping that a body will be sparked that fits them. Some are aware enough of radiant being to try to ascend, but they always drift back, or if they become lost, are returned to earth.

By radiant beings?

Yes.

This creation of radiant bodies doesn’t sound much like surrender. On the contrary, it is total surrender. The unfocused fragments of lives barely lived do not contribute to the ecstasy of God. God seeks true companions. Ecstasy is not ecstasy unless it is shared.

Can radiant bodies enter the physical world?

Radiant beings may be born into elemental bodies if they wish, but these are acts of intention. Or it may be requested that they do it, and they go on life-missions into the elemental world. These can be dangerous missions that cause them to fall from radiance, but also that may greatly increase their ecstasy. So they go on these adventures. It is happening a great deal now, which is why you have so many glorious children among you. In addition to entering the physical by means of being born, some high beings may so perfectly create an image of the physical bodies they once possessed that they can walk the streets.

Can they have babies?

This would be an act of God, but certainly it is possible.

Does it account for the birth of Jesus?

Jesus said that he was the son of man. Take him at his word. He was God, though, a radiant body fully aware of who he was and fully invested in all and everything. He entered the elemental body consciously. But I remind you, all are God, all are Christ. The difference was that he knew it.

Was he a product of recurrence?

God is.

What of Jesus? What of Buddha?

The Key

Those are two different, but intertwined, questions. First, you must understand that the teachings of Buddha had reached the community of Hellenized Jews in which Jesus lived. So they form a part of Christianity. He was a spiritual revolutionary who brought a message of mercy and compassion and the dignity of man to a world of unimaginable terror. The Roman rule was blind and brutal and unspeakably greedy. Ancient knowledge was being murdered by Roman ignorance and Roman power. This knowledge consisted of how to consciously form a radiant body so that you would not recur into the physical, so that you would be free. Christ was here to preserve this knowledge and pass it down. But even his deposit was corrupted by Roman politicians, who transformed his practice into a religion after he died.

There was no resurrection, then?

No, that’s just the point—there was. But you lost the understanding of it. The gospels describe what happened with great fidelity. He was seen. He did walk after his death. It was not his twin.

How?

His radiant body was under his conscious control. He could project an image of his physical body as he wished. Understand that there are practices of meditation and concentration also among the dead. When the angels sing, this is what they are doing, engaging in one of the disciplines of ecstasy. By releasing thought, they can themselves come into superposition, where they are not in any one place. Their consciousness can ride the infinite. They can see all worlds then, and participate in the ecstatic union that fills the universe. God will share all with all.

Could Christ appear again?

He has, many times, and Buddha. But remember that he comes as a thief, in the little shadows. His radiant body normally fills the cosmos, as I have explained, but it can be transformed into a form that is, in every respect, physical in appearance. The great error of the present is the way your religions externalize Christ. You are always calling on Christ. But you had better call on your own heart, for it is in your heart that his mansion is founded.
And *Buddha*?
He opened himself to the radiant world and gained its teaching, which he transmitted accurately. But let me rephrase it in the terminology of this more informed age: the purpose of meditation is twofold. It is to organize the energetic body so that it will not lose its integrity after it can no longer depend upon the structure of the elemental body for its form. Then also, and in an interconnected manner, it is to fill the energetic body with objective sensation. Objective sensation is consciousness. You are within life, not entirely absorbed in life. Part of you observes yourself from a distance. Remember this: if you do not watch, you do not see, and what you do not see does not impart any change in spin to the electrons that make up the energetic body. The parts of your life that you do not see are not carried with you into ecstasy, and it is ecstasy upon which the formation of the radiant body depends.

There are parts of my life that I would like to forget.
No. All life is potentially ecstatic, no matter what suffering or sin is involved. All life, child.

Why do we have elemental bodies?
They are essential to growth. The aim of mankind is to enter ecstasy. But to do this, you must be at once fully realized—that is, to carry with you into death all of your potential harvest of experience—and to be objectively conscious of this experience—not to be weighted with recriminations and regrets.

If we have hurt others in life, as we all have, then how can we ever be free of regret?
God forgives. But this does not mean that you should pray for forgiveness from some old greybeard in the sky. You must find who within you bears you forgiveness. An energetic body that bears such regrets bears them as areas of darkness, and if that body manifests its memory of its elemental self, the manifestation bears sores.

And we live again and again—why? What is the reason for recurrence?

To row the boat of being toward ecstasy. You must live many times in order to build up a radiant body that is complete. To be born into this world takes but an hour. But to be born into the next takes many lifetimes. Unless you follow your own real path, then you can do it more quickly. Remember this—path within, signposts without.

What are the signposts?
You find your own, in life, in love, in religion. But understand this: the teachings of Buddha, Christ and Mohammed are interlinked. They are one system in three, not three separate religions. This has been hidden from you for a long time.

Three in one? A triad?
A triad. Christianity is the active side of the triad, Islam the passive, Buddhism the reconciling. Christianity seeks God, Islam surrenders to God, Buddhism finds God. When you see these as three separate systems, you miss the great teaching of which each contains but a part. Seek the kingdom as a Christian, give yourself to God as a Moslem, find your new companion in the dynamic silence of Buddhist meditation.

Then a true seeker seeks in all faiths?
These three masters created one system. But there are many systems that have evolved in other ways, that have grown rather than been created.

Hinduism, for example?
The gods of the Hindus are the structures of personality purified into their essential meaning. Hinduism is the path of soul-knowledge, for knowledge of the gods is knowledge of the soul. The great systems of self-knowledge were the Egyptian religion and Hinduism. No amount of scientific knowledge of the "unconscious" will provide as much food for the energetic body as true relationship with the Hindu gods.

Who were Mohammed and Buddha?
Exactly who history portrays them to have been. But to understand
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what happened to them, you must understand that your entire pan-
theon of deities is you. God is you. The gods are you. Angels and
demons are you. So it was mankind who spoke to Mohammed in his
cave. So also, to Buddha under the Bodhi Tree, and to Christ in the
desert. Who do you think showed him the cities of the plain? Satan
is man, just as God is man. Satan seeks, God waits. But you do not
surrender. Not even Moslems. Although the great Sufis have, some
of them, somewhat, surrendered to God. As long as you defy god by
self-will, Satan finds you and captures you.

Why don’t we surrender?
Self-will, the illusion that you can act and must act on your own
behalf, prevents you from entering the will of God. And the God of
which I speak is not a distant being off in some heaven. You your-
self are the distant being you seek.

But if the self is God—
No, please, listen. God is not this ‘self’ of yours which your western
culture imagines. God is all being. To surrender to God is to make
your energetic body transparent, so that the light of God shines
through you. This ‘self’ that so fascinates the west is only your brain-
filtered concept of you as you appear to yourself in this life. It is
very small. It does not include any of the experience you have
amassed in other lives. Many human beings, at this point in history,
are immense. But your concept of self is constricted. It relates only
to this one life. It is tiny. The God within you is unimaginably vast.

You speak of a journey toward self-perfection. But isn’t perfection
impossible for us to achieve?
You can become perfect. Buddha did. Mohammed did. Christ did.
Many have, hidden to history, done the same. You may find Buddha
sleeping on a park bench, Mohammed pumping gasoline, Christ
starving in the backstreet.

But if Christ was God, and God is perfect, why would he need to
become perfect?
Christ was not perfect or he would not have been human. His hu-
manity asked that the cup he taken from him, his divinity died a

conscious death. But you must understand that his imperfect hu-
manity and his perfect divinity were the same thing. That seems
irreconcilable, but it isn’t, because even when Christ suffered, he
was in ecstasy. I am here to get you to recognize yourself as di-
vine—that is to say, as a participant in ecstasy even during elemen-
tal life. The new man will live in ecstasy, even though he lives in
chains.

Define ecstasy.
The energetic body has a spin, or vibration. This can go infinitely
fast. It can reach beyond the speed of light, and exit time altogether.
When this happens, the body begins to radiate of its own accord. It
becomes at once God and co-creative with God, a companion. A
single bit of God, which you are, does not only join the whole like a
crumb in a cake, it can attain so much ecstasy that it becomes the
whole. Your destiny, each of you, is to become all of God. But this
process is slowed by contact with the points of attachment—and
there are trillions and trillions of them—between the energetic and
elemental bodies. So detachment, as Buddha said, is essential to
ecstasy. The proper use of meditation is to enable you to see life as
both an outsider and a participant. The outsider notices the glim-
mer of sunlight upon the spoon, the sensation of the food in the
mouth, for he is using life to gain impressions. The participant only
casts. So also, the outsider sees the packed bodies around him, he
smells the sweat and the urine, he bears the soft clatter of the crys-
tals with absolute objective calm, and inhales the searing torment of
the gas without being in any way identified with the injustice or
the cruelty or the terror all around him. But the participant screams,
it suffers the agony of the elemental body, and knows the greatest
terror man has ever known, which was experienced in the dark gas
chambers of the Holocaust.

Are you dead?
Yes.

And did you die a Jew in the camps?
I died with each of them and all of them. When you kill a being, you
kill all being. I die a million times a day. I am dying now, being
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murdered, being starved, devoured by bacteria, crushed, burned, shot, cut, slaughtered. But I am also being born, awakening into new life, playing in grass, discovering the hidden truths of nature, enjoying the sunshine, reading, eating, engaging in every sexual delight known, all now, all here, always.

And you are in ecstasy?
(He only gazed at me in answer.)

Then you are still here, a dead man among the living. You didn't leave when you ascended?
All leave, nobody leaves. Ascension is not a matter of flying off to some place in the sky, it is a matter of expanding the being to fill the universe. You may ascend beyond time and infinity, but you will still be here, as we all are.

Where is here?
Everywhere.

Ah. I'm lost.
All physical being includes the same elements, and thus all are part of the earth and of each other. Living bodies are the consciousness of the planet. Man is earth's mind. If man kills earth, then earth has committed suicide, because its mind could not reach the next level, which is ecstatic union with the rest of the universe.

Suicide? Does that mean that we aren't eternal beings?
Man will persist, waiting until and if the earth spins elemental bodies once again that fit all the attachments of your energetic bodies. If it does not, then you wait forever. You remain incomplete.

What would this waiting be like?
Energetic bodies hunger to be radiant. They taste of ecstasy and want desperately to find their way to the completion of joy. But energetic bodies need to return to time to reconstruct what of themselves impedes their ecstasy. If they cannot, they must suffer the anguish of regret and the pain of being able to see, but not enter, joy. When you taste of ecstasy, your hunger for more is appalling. It
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is appalling. It has driven me to wander the world, to construct this shell of flesh, to seek you out and come to you with my message, to serve you, little child, as my master.

What if earth never 'spins' these new bodies?
We will join others in the same state. There are many.

We would be a species in hell, in effect?
We would be constantly aware that we had missed ecstasy. This pain I suffer now would last forever.

So the eternal joy of humankind depends upon the health of the earth?
Completely.

We think of ourselves as individuals. My sins are my own. My neighbor's sins are his problem.
Every joy, every sorrow, every good, every evil belongs to all. All are responsible for all. All are dependent upon all. Humanity is one.

But not all intelligent life. We are one species, but are there not others?
God is one. Ultimately, all being seeks to join all ecstasy. It is the destiny of every stone, every star, every intelligent creature and simple creature, to become the word. And the word, then, will be made flesh.

I don't understand. Hasn't that already happened?
It is always happening. But there will come a time when the stars themselves fall. The universe is breathing, expanding and contracting. It has happened many times before. Eventually it will all contract to something no bigger than a baseball. Then it will explode again, journeying once more through the vastness. Each time it dies, though, it is reborn at a new and higher intensity. Eventually, there will come a moment when its rebirth is so energetic that the velocity of the 'big bang' will exceed the speed of light. At that instant, the material world will, itself, go beyond time. Then the prophecy will be fulfilled, 'I am.'
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And we are all part of God?
We are not part of God, we are God.

And all others species, what of them?
The tree, the worm, the wolf. All are God.

Worms are eternal beings?
Even the smallest spark unto itself is great.

Then the fly and the rat are ascended beings?
They cannot change. You can change. Look to your own soul.

God, then, is in the fragments?
God is like a hologram. The whole is fully present in every fragment, no matter how small.

So the whole of God is in the tip of my finger?
The whole of God is in a grain of sand. In a single electron. A quark.

I had not thought of God as a hologram before.
Infinite consciousness is in everything. In your pajama. In my sweater. All knowledge is present in every cell, every spark of fire, bit of trash.

That’s—it’s appalling.
The universe is the flesh of God.

But I have no access to the whole. I feel like a little fragment. I don’t even know if I have a soul. And I certainly don’t feel like part of God. This is a fallen world and you are an imperfect being. The essence of your imperfection is that you cannot see yourself as you are. Many lives must lived before this will change. Mankind is a community of about ten billion fragments, and each must become transparent to the light of God before we, as a species, can journey on.

Earlier you seemed imply that you were an alien. Then God. Now you’re human. What are you? Whatever you say.

A useful thing to be. How many human beings from earth have become radiant bodies?
About half.

Half! I thought it would be fifty or a hundred at most.
 Humanity is a tremendous engine of the sacred. But among the living, there are only as many such beings present as absolutely essential for the welfare of the others.

How can we tell who’s ascended and who isn’t?
The meek shall inherit the earth. Understand this, and you will find them by what is in their hearts.

Who are the meek?
Those who are humble enough in self will to surrender to higher will.

How can we tell if we are surrendered to higher will?
Go to the children. They will tell you with their eyes what you are.

Could we ever be rescued, if we destroyed the earth before we were finished perfecting ourselves?
Nobody can change except inside the stream of time. Outside of it nothing changes. Nothing can. We enter the time stream by inserting our energetic bodies into elemental bodies on this planet of which we were born.

What about going to another planet?
The leaf cannot grow on another tree.

It can be grafted.
If you are given leave to enter the interstellar world in the elemental body, you will go as the others do, from a firm foundation of radiant being. But if you destroy your world, you die here.

We could travel the stars?
If you are good householders, you may participate in the life of the
whole city of God. There exists a world that is waiting for your help. Just as your world is being helped by others now.

What form does this help take?
It is a process of creating questions that can neither be borne nor answered. You know this.

I have written of it—evolutionary pressure. It explains what is being done to us—the theatrical appearance of UFOs in the sky, the assaults on us by night, the ferocious official secrecy, the collapse of the environment—all of it.

It is all part of the plan of your evolution. Pisces, the little fish, will be poured out onto dry land by the stream of Aquarius. Then, how will you live? How will you breathe? You will make a leap of evolution. You will square the circle or die.

Now what about this other world you mentioned, waiting for our help?
You will be the aliens one day, to these others. Bear in mind that, if you do not survive, then they will never receive your help. Your welfare is essential to theirs, just as you depended, without knowing it, upon those who are here for you.

Have you traveled to other worlds?
I belong to many worlds.

Are you from another planet that is like ours?
I am human.

What is life, going to another planet?
The details from world to world can be very different, but the basic laws of reality remain the same.

Which is why the visitors communicate with me in Masonic terms?
Precisely. There is three and seven is seven. The craft is God’s plan for freedom.

You are endorsing Masonry?

I am endorsing the craft in its most impeccable form. Where the craft is secret, there is danger of corruption.

It’s become a charitable and social group in the United States. Not entirely.

Why is it secret?
It was the government of the world in early times. But the world fell. After humanity ceased to be surrendered to the law of God, the craft had to become secret in order to stay alive.

How do you travel to other planets?
You must learn to manipulate mass.

Manipulate mass?
The mass of bodies can be controlled by those who know the secret.

Will we learn it?
When it is time, all will come to you. But remember, it is you who will choose the time. You exist on many levels, the living in their levels and the dead in their levels. Man is governed from the radiant level.

But our world is dying and falling into chaos. How can we be governed poorly from such a high level?
Man is a child. Children govern children with the wisdom of children.

There are aliens here?
Some using you, some guiding you.

We’re being exploited?
You are, and in some respects horribly, by the creatures of the dark. But you are also being helped. You are being guided to your place as guides of another world.

What will we do for this other world?
You will draw it toward ecstasy just as your mentors draw you to-
ward ecstasy. Right now, there are brilliant creatures there looking at the sky and devouring the flesh of their own children, just as you did. Unless you help them, they will not make their evolutionary leap in time, and will go extinct.

Whose responsibility would that be?
All are responsible for all.

How many worlds are there like ours, like theirs?
The planets that can sustain complex elemental bodies are not many. However, the elements of which they are made occur in various patterns, and the form of evolution depends upon the chemical makeup of the planet upon which it occurs. So there are worlds where creatures look very much like us. There are worlds where they are quite different.

Could aliens walk among us without our noticing?
By bending light, they can be invisible, and walk here to some extent, and also by using means to prevent you from looking at them by influencing your mind from a distance. But there are also those patterned on the same template as you, and they walk freely here. It is their job to enforce secrecy. This is the source of all the confusion about this. They appear, for example, to be part of your government, but they only use it as camouflage and as a source of power. Earthly institutions do not control the secrecy. It is controlled from a higher level.

Are you on that level?
Yes.

Another world is in control of this one?
Other worlds participate, both elemental and energetic.

What about all the horrors that happen here?
Remember that man has two sides, light and dark. To see the light, you must bear the dark.

How do they control this world?

Very generally,
General fields of control?
Directional suggestion.

Telepathy?
Extremely sensitive circuits can pick up and decode thought. Microwaves can be used to project thought into the brain. But the fields of which I speak are much more general. They create tendencies. The desire is to preserve the maximum amount of freedom in the maximum number of individuals.

Have any people from earth ever gone to other worlds?
A whole world of human beings has been evolved artificially off the planet, and they come and go freely.

What are you talking about?
Human beings are being born and raised off the earth. You can find their habits if you look. They live in this solar system.

My God. How many?
Thousands.

What do they do here?
They help to enforce mankind's blindness by preventing science from exploring the key mysteries of the past and discovering a practical means of expanding into the universe.

Why do they harm us so terribly?
The objective of resistance is to make you strong. The weightlifter puts more and more weight to himself, so that he'll be able to lift more and more.

If he puts too much?
He breaks his back. He fails by overreaching himself.

Or his trainer fails him by pressuring him to do more than he was able. Then he was not meant to be a champion, and we know that is not
true of mankind. Mankind is meant to ascend.

Will we ever be strong enough?
Surrender to God and your enemies will become your friends.

What is being done to us? What was done to me?
The body of man is being altered so that the barrier that presently
prevents you from knowing one another's thoughts will fall. You are
being put under pressure in order to increase the speed of your
evolution. An attempt is being made to induce an evolutionary leap.
Only desperation will do this. There will come a time when your
planet is dying and you are dying, and you will see these aliens all
around you. But they will not help you, no matter how hard you beg,
and you will beg, believe me. Their inaction, however, is their help.
As agonizing as it is for them to see you suffer, they do it out of
compassion, for without it you will not succeed in the mission of
this age, which is to open the elemental body to ecstasy. Mankind,
over the next two thousand years, is destined either to go extinct or
ascend. The elemental body will become transparent to the radiant
body, which will shine with the light of God.

So how are we to approach God? What is the nature of this infinite
being that resides in every grain of sand?
When you say God, you think of somebody outside of yourself. You
think as the age of worship thinks. Over the last age, that of Pisces,
the elemental body was changed by this process of worship. It is not
the same as it was two thousand years ago. Now the receptacle is
larger. Now each of you can contain all of the universe. That was not
tru. Now this is a species of sacred beings. But you are babie;
and so still ignorant of your powers. The last age was the age of
the external God. This is the age of God within.

What about our religions? Do they offer us a path back to God?
You have no religions. Religions don't have victims. There is a new
path.

What is it?
Religion must be brought inside you. No longer look to gods with-
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out, look to God within. Unless you bear the kingdom within you,
the kingdom will perish from the earth, and if that happens, there
will be long ages of darkness and suffering, at the end of which man
will once again be only a clever animal. You will lose everything,
every trace of memory, of history, science, technology, mathemat-
ics, all of it. If you do not find the kingdom, human consciousness
will die. You will revert to your animal nature, which is already
happening all around you. People who are debased have lost their
humanity. They have become brilliant animals.

Why do our religions have victims?
Because they demand belief, and belief is always a lie, for the es-

cence of reality is not fact but question. There are no facts, only
true. So love of God has nothing to do with belief. Belief rejects
God. Communion with God is a science, the science of self-discover-
y and self-knowledge. Among you, though, this is a lost science,
the science of faith.

How can we regain it? Is something like the eucharist part of this
science?
Christ gave the eucharist to mankind. But the eucharistic feast was
enacted from time immemorial. It began when you still lived in the
forest. When the strong died, you ate their flesh to gain their strength.

Did it work?
Don't joke with me. It was pitiful.

Is there a record of the eucharist before Christ?
There is.

What is it?
I'm not interested in answering. You will find the science of ascen-
sion in the dancing of the Sufis, the meditations of the Yogi, the
chanting of the monastics. This science is lost as a science, but it
can be regained.

Was Christ a product of this science?
The promise of resurrection is the essential promise of being. Re-
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birth is not a literal reconstitution of the elemental body. It is, rather, awakening from the sleep of being. Resurrection can take place in you right now. You are Lazarus in the tomb, all of you. And Christ is always knocking upon the door, calling you to come out. Soon, the tomb will be torn down around you, and you must come out.

*Did Christ rise?*
Most die by nature. Christ died by intention.

*What is the process of resurrection?*
The energetic body detaches from the elemental body when it can no longer sustain its attachments. Christ's energetic body was radiant. But it left its elemental body just like yours will and everybody's does. The work of the demon among you is to deceive you into believing that Christ was better than you. Christ said it: I am the son of man. Christ is all. All are Christ.

*What about the ancient faiths? Wicca, for example?*
Modern Wicca is not an ancient faith. It is a new faith that recognizes an ancient practice. The earth is worthy of worship, for it gave you all that you are and have. It offers an impeccable path.

*What religion doesn't offer an impeccable path?*
Hidden in the ruins are diamonds. Remember, a diamond is forever. (Laugh.)

*But what about the rebirth of the body? This is a powerful strain in our religious traditions, that the body will rise again.*
It is a memory from the last civilization that the ignorance of the survivors has drawn into myth. The simple people were allowed to know nothing of science in that age, and so they saw its action as a miracle and thought that the dead were being made to rise. But the science of the soul is just another science. There is no supernatural, only physics. But the physics and electromagnetism involved in communicating with living energy is very subtle. Nothing, however, that you are not capable of now. The devices needed to make your beginning are already sold in stores.

*What devices do you refer to?*
Devices that detect magnetic fields and electromagnetic plasmas. You will find living energetic beings in this way. They will not be very richly intelligent, but they will be there. You may also detect simple energetic beings, that have little intelligence. They are all around you.

*What do we do once we've detected them?*
Then you must be physically able to communicate. After a time, you will not need instruments to detect them, once you become attuned to their presence around you. But don't expect them to offer you endless wisdom. Many of the dead who wait in the world have less than you do, by a very great deal. But not all. Some are exceedingly rich, and can report to you even about the true past and the logical future, and can share themselves with you in ways that you can hardly imagine now.

*What practice would make us physically able to communicate?*
When you know by the use of scientific instruments that you are in the presence of such a being, go into a meditative state. Concentrate your attention on your physical body. You will soon find yourself in communication.

*Do energetic beings appear in the physical world?*
An example would be the much-maligned crop circles. These are two-dimensional portraits of these beings, self-created. They are trying to introduce themselves.

*The crop circles are not hoaxes?*
No.

*Why doesn't anybody believe in them?*
They are a manifestation of the rising of the dead and thus the end of the time during which souls can change. For those souls who are yet incomplete, this is terrifying, because they fear two things: first, that this means that it's too late for them; second, that they will, if they conjoin the world of the dead, also see as the dead, and thus become unable to change even if the earth remains able to
support elemental bodies. So they pretend that it's all false. There are many other reasons to conceal such things, but these are the strongest.

Is your body, right now, radiant?
You look for facts in a place where there is only truth. All bodies are one body.

But I thought you said that the elemental and energetic bodies were separate, and that the energetic body could become radiant, which I take to mean self-sustaining.
The radiant body is the part of you that is conscious in the energetic world. It is in every cell of the elemental body, and indeed, is its life. There is nothing mysterious about the soul, or even about its eternal life. Energy is eternal, so the part of you that is energy is eternal. What has been hard for you to understand is that the speed at which these electrons move and the pattern of their movement carries the taste of your being and the memory of your lives. Each one carries a different fraction of the whole. There are trillions of electrons in a single elemental body, and they contain a detailed memory of every second of life. This is why, for example, when certain areas of the brain are probed, the physical buffering mechanism can be paralyzed, causing the memories stored in this way to flood into the chemical cells. The person then has stunningly detailed recall of past events, as if the moments were being lived again. Nothing of your life is forgotten, or of all your lives. When you are dead, you are your whole self, in every detail. The things about yourself that you cannot bear and suppress now are entirely and completely present to you and to all others. The dead have no privacy, and the living have no privacy from them. The dead see everything that you do. It is part of their task to bear the errors and enjoy the triumphs of the living.

What is real religion?
From outside of time, man's effort to know God appears as a single form, a work of art that has evolved across history. You have created it in three phases. The first is negative, the age of sacrifice. This is why the Old Testament God is so terrible. The story of God telling Abraham not to kill Isaac is a record of one of the most sacred of all human moments, for it sets the stage for the next age. The second age is positive, the age of worship. This is why the God of the New Testament is full of compassion. Your present age is when man and God become one. You find in yourself Christ, Buddha, Allah, Krishna. In this age, the elemental body has evolved to the point that it has the potential to reflect divine ecstasy. It is happening already, in the secret lives of your own children. I am here to bring you a promise from on high: if you surrender yourselves to God, you and the earth will be saved. Otherwise, you will be extinct before the end of the age.

You describe our historical effort to know God as a work of art. What do you mean?
You are weaving a tapestry of living memories. This is what the body of man is—a great weave of shimmering, living cloth. It is full of all the hopes, failures, fears and attainments of the ages. Every detail is there, every step taken by every foot upon every path, not just the acts of Buddha or Christ or the great leaders. Nothing has been forgotten, not the single drawing of a single breath. All lives are completely present in this work of art.

What about the gas chambers? Are they part of it?
High deliverance has a dark foundation. There were extraordinary instances of resurrection in those terrible places. Life was lived at transformational intensity during the gassing. They transformed the evil of their deaths into the glory of God. Those who died with rage and terror in their hearts also died with courage and compassion in their hearts. God was their rabbi.

But if there had been no gas chambers, would there then have been none of this grandeur?
They made of their suffering, with great effort, what one who attains the heart of a child may easily make of the drift of a cloud or the peaceful ringing of a bell upon a summer evening. And only a few. Most died in agony and confusion, all for nothing. It is easier to reach ecstasy through joy than through suffering.
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What happened to the Nazis?
It takes great courage to enter an elemental body, because you are putting yourself in a position where the weakest part of you may imprint your energetic body eternally. Sin is that which bars us from ecstasy. How does sin actually feel after death? At first, after you die, you begin to taste of the most exquisite pleasure. It is extremely intimate, extremely personal, and as it builds, you begin to live in more and more of your lives. You taste the food and smell the air, you kiss your kisses and love your loves, and it gets more and more beautiful and more and more innocent. And then, suddenly, your hand is opening the gas canister—and you are swept with all the fear that made you do it, the primitive tribalism that you indulged to monstrous and distorted proportions. You feel sick with a filthy disease, you feel agonizingly ugly, as you kneel at the feet of those you destroyed. And they see you, utterly, as you are. They glow with compassion for you, but their compassion causes you the most terrible anguish because of what it makes you see, and you fall back from ecstasy. You cannot bear to be seen or to see the glory around you, which seems to you like a searing fire, so you turn inward, shielding yourself as a man would shield himself from the burning sun, but you cannot escape. For you, the fire of ecstasy is the fire of agony.

What about little sins?
Little imperfections are simply part of nature. Sin is willful indulgence of imperfection. Most sin is hidden during life. You have sins. I can see them. But you hide them from yourself.

What are my sins?
Living among you, as I do, is to live in an ocean of sacred beings who have no idea what they are. The man in the room next to this sleeps a troubled sleep, but I see the glory of his radiant body, and the couple above, who are engaging in fellatio, I see her patient faith in deliverance, and in him, I see a leave heart on a journey to glory. But I also see the way they see themselves, the shadows of their recriminations and disappointments. Be as little children.

I realize that you see us all totally, and I must say that you've caught me by surprise.

(Laughs) Watch out for the thief.

What will happen to me?
To die takes great courage. This is the glory of the living world, its courage. For, after all, most of you have no knowledge of higher worlds at all. They cannot feel their energetic body. They die as they live, blind. But you are not blind.

What about my wife and son?
They will suffer and die, as all. I will pray for them, that they may find joy in the transit of their lives.

You'll pray for them?
Is that so strange?

Because you'd be praying to yourself. I think you're God. I think you're God.

What is real religion?
A means of transforming accident into fate. It is a science. Real religion and real science are the same thing.

I don't understand.
Fate is life lived. Accident is life let pass. To live consciously means to notice and take responsibility. Otherwise, it just happens as it happens. Because you are fallen, you cannot see the difference between the large scale aim of being and the randomness of chance. To be fallen is to be blind. This is the land of the blind.

Can we be cured of our blindness?
Let me offer you a picture of the universe as it really is. There are many thousands of worlds like this one, in varying states of development. Some are worse off than yours, others better. Some have even reached each ecstasy in the elemental body that they can enjoy congress across the reaches of space and time. In these worlds, the elemental body is radiant. The physics of material being for them is the same as the physics of energetic being. This is why,
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when they come among you, they may walk through walls, or fly, or disappear or change form. But most beings in other worlds live and die confined to the planets of their origin, as you do.

You said thousands of worlds. I would have thought millions—billions.

Intelligent life is extremely rare because planets which can sustain complex bodies are extremely rare. Life, however, is common. It is not just planetary. Life is ubiquitous. It is a part of the essential structure of reality—the nervous system, as it were, of the body of God. There is much energetic life, for example, that is not intelligent. Life need not be planet bound at all.

Why is life so common?

Because perception is essential to the structure of the universe. If a thing is not perceived, it doesn't have form. Life is thus the mechanism that gives form to nature. However, matter need not be perceived by an intelligent creature to have form. When it is, different laws apply, because the perception of intelligent creatures influences the form of what they perceive by the expectations built into their brains. The universe looks as it does to you, and functions by the laws that you see controlling it, because of the way your brain manages the process of perception. Conscious creatures, however, may control the form of the universe. The truly conscious are responsible for the laws that intelligent creatures follow by nature.

Will we ever be conscious?

If you survive.

What is consciousness?

Self-realization. A fully self-realized being understands the whole creation, for it is completely present everywhere.

I could understand everything?

Not in your current state of being. You can only understand as much as the structures of your elemental body can support. But you understand only a small part even of that.
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How far away from understanding all that I can now understand am I?

If all you could understand in your present state was a star the size of the sun, then your understanding right now is a thinkableful of light.

Well, that isn't much.

On the contrary, it is a very great deal. You human beings are right on the edge of becoming a conscious species. This is why we are here. We're midwives to your birth, as you yourself have speculated. You were to be born into consciousness before, but you miscarried. You fell from understanding because you misused the power that your growing consciousness gave you. Better to start over again.

How did we misuse this power?

In those days, there were a few people on the earth with understanding greater than that of all your great scientists of today. But they guarded their knowledge jealously. They were extremely secretive. The average man was little more than an animal, eating his brother for strength. So they lost everything, because you are a single being, and thus only as conscious as the least of you.

There was a slave state.

Your world is a slave state. You are all slaves to the demons who run it, who keep you in ignorance.

Our leaders are demons?

They wish to conceal real knowledge from the common man, just as was true in the past civilization. Secrecy destroyed that world, and, if this one is to die, it is secrecy that will destroy it. This is why they conceal the truth about the past and the presence of those who seek to help you. They think that they do this on behalf of mankind, some of them, but they actually seek the destruction of the species. This hunger for self-destruction is the essence of your dark side, but we will speak of the death-wish later. If you passively let them confine the wealth and keep the secrets, I will overturn your world yet again.
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You could personally destroy our entire world?
(Silence.)

Name some of these demons.
Find the demon in your own heart, then I will betray the demon rulers of your world to you. Remember that the evil also serve me. Without evil, you could not taste of the good. Without them, you could not make the choice to follow me.

But a moment ago you said that aliens were here actively suppressing our progress. Now you say it's our leaders. What does this mean?
You must take your future from the hands of your oppressors. Do you think that there is a single human heart that is not filled with love for mankind? No, your demons make you strong.

Who are you? Chris? Or a demon yourself?
Stop thinking this way. This is no longer the middle ages. Be objective. Remember that all of God is in everything. The whole of creation is the matter of God. Nothing is separate from God, nor can ever be. Your sense of independence is an illusion, so that you can take the journey of discovery. So also, no matter what you may call me, I am in God.

But what about the people who keep the secrets, for example, about aliens? Or the secrets about the past as it really was, or conceal the truth about Mars?
When they die, they will see that they have crystallized imperfections in themselves by the indulgence of self-will. They will suffer the fire of love, as I have already described it. Some of them will die in eternity and be part of you no more. Others will go on to become companions of God.

What about me?
You know what you are. Don't ask me.

You are saying that the demon is not evil, that he is—what—the bringer of knowledge?
We learn from our mistakes. But those who give themselves to evil suffer. They can become so heavy that they sink into the earth. Just as the energetic body can enjoy extraordinary pleasure, it can suffer excruciating pain. You have in your body a few million nerves. But in your energetic body, every tiny bit of being can experience the totality of ecstasy or agony.

There are those who experience eternal agony?
A fallen master may, one who by some foolish intention rejects the joy of the kingdom. But remember, always, that were it not for the darkness of the night, you would not see the stars. Look into your astrophysics texts. You will find that your science does not understand the darkness. The darkness is the compassion of God, which gives us our vision of the universe. So also, the darkness in your heart is your own compassion toward yourself, for unless you born evil, you would not be able to discern good.

This suggests to me that the fall of man has to do with a mistake of some kind. We failed to understand something. What did we fail to understand?
That the kingdom of heaven is within you. Not one human being, living or dead, has ever been able to face that, not since it was uttered. But if you cannot find the kingdom, you cannot gain the kingdom.

How can we regain our vision?
Fear is blindness. Fear rules this world. It is extremely deep. When a microbe is threatened, it will recoil. That's how deep fear is. In the fields, fear rides. In the struggle of the deer to survive the jaw of the wolf or gunfire of the man, fear rides. A shadow has fallen here, into the very atoms that construct this place.

This is an impossible problem. It's beyond our ability to correct.
If one of you could live one moment without fear, then all the world would be free. The emergence of physical life is at once its fall and its salvation. How can you be fallen and ascended at the same time?
In other words, how may the elemental world gain communion with the energetic one? The hidden Essence of Mankind is that you may reconcile the irreconcilable. You are here to save all that lives on.
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...or bring you to the fear of death by surrendering your will to God. Read the Koran, listen to Mohammed. He brought the message of surrender impeccably. You say that it is impossible. It is. But you are here unscrupulous. This is why earth evolved intelligence. The aim of mankind is to clear the way of the living, so that you can join in full consciousness to the dead, and thus learn that fear of death is fear of nothing.

There seems to be something very extraordinary hidden in what you're saying. You're saying that the fall of mankind was the emergence of life on earth. Am I right?

You are, but that is a three-dimensional view, and thus limited by the limits of three-dimensional vision. Remember the analogy of how the two-dimensional being sees a solid object. As a ball passes through the flat plane on which such a being would be confined, it would see the real shape, or even be able to conceive of it. By definition, a two-dimensional being cannot look up, for it would see into the third dimension, which is impossible for it to do. What it would see, always looking straight ahead, would be a dot that would grow into a line, then slowly contract into a dot and disappear. It would never understand the true nature of the ball, because its two-dimensional mind cannot contain the concept of a solid object.

I don't want to seem thick-headed, but I don't think you answered my question. The inference should be enough.

It isn't!
The emergence of life on earth and the fall of man are the same, in two ways. First, outside of time, all events are one, so they happen simultaneously. Not that they have happened, but they are always happening. Every moment is forever, as you will recall after you die and begin to live in your memories. You will see the importance, then, of living a life that satisfies you and fulfills your destiny, because everything you have done will be immediately present in your consciousness all the time. Second, the emergence of the word—that is to say, the possibility of all things that may exist in concrete form—into physical reality placed it in the position of needing to struggle to survive. When the word became flesh, it became vulnerable. If physical beings don't struggle, you die. So you cannot surrender. And yet you cannot stop your fall unless you do surrender. If you continue to struggle against nature, you will die. But if you don't struggle, you will die. This is the tragedy of the word in physical form, and is the essential human problem. This is the problem you must solve, if you are to avoid going extinct.

I think that's the most profound statement I've ever heard. You are defining the word as God manifesting into physical reality and thus including physical vulnerability and weakness in his perfection. I see this as the key to our salvation. Am I right?
The word is potential. Just as your uttering of the word 'automobile' is not an automobile, but contains the possibility of one, so also this word contained the possibility of everything. The word was not God.
The word was an idea that turned into sound when it penetrated the physical.

I'm disappointed. I saw more in what you said than was there.
No, you saw exactly, and your observation was precisely correct. But I want you never to forget that this is no world but this one. The radiant world is not separate. It's all around you. Energetic being is just as detectable and accessible to science as elemental being.

God can be measured by science?
If you dare.

If we dare? What's to dare?
If you develop a means that will enable you to communicate with your dead, which, as I have said, is quite possible, you will begin to know in life what you now know only in death. But the unready souls fear this congress. It is also why you tell yourselves that the soul is on some strange ethereal plane far distant from you. You fear to find it, because then you will have to face yourselves as you are.

Are we so terrible?
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You are not terrible. Your fear is terrible. Instinct makes you fear congress with the dead, because they see more than you dare to see.

What did the word sound like?
A whine.

That's a joke?
It's a joke.

But what will actually happen to us? Will we return to the forest?
The civilization of the northern peoples will be reduced to shadows and memories in the minds of the living. It will follow its own past because of its flaws.

What are its flaws?
Greed and secretiveness. All who keep secrets that others should know keep evil in their hearts. All who amass more than they need, take bread from others. The wealth of the first world is its sin, and it will go the way of sinful things.

What are good and evil?
They are teaching tools. You are free to embrace either, because in life you can be blind to the consequences. This blindness is your free will. It is what enables you to learn. If you could see as I see, you would never in a million years perform the least evil act. Never!
But then, I've been along that road already.

Are you perfect?
God is.

I feel worshipful toward you.
Worship at your own feet. It is far more challenging to face your mastery.

I have no mastery.
That is your mastery.
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ever.'

Who calls us that?
God.

God dislikes us?
God is angry at you, but also in love with you. We are impatient for you to join the rest of us.

'Dead Forever' implies that God has a long time to wait.
The impatient must be patient.

What was this civilization?
You lost the thread. There was a war. Now the victors call earth 'Dead Forever' because you are required to recur in the body until you are truly free. The wheel of life, as it is called by the Buddhists, is your prison.

The human soul is imprisoned?
It is imprisoned.

And nobody ever leaves the recurrence? Every soul eventually comes back for a new life?
If needed.

Will this ever end?
Your enemy does not want it to end. They fear you too much. When you see UFOs, you see prison guards. They also act within your society to confuse you about your own past, and to prevent progress in areas such as propulsion, which might enable you to spread into the heavens. This is all done to prevent you from escaping.

I thought the Holocaust was what prevented us from making progress leaving the planet.
I am speaking now of what is behind the evil done in your world—the large scale, historical evil.

Who is this enemy?
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murdered by you. At that point, intervention occurred, as it will again when you destroy this planet, as will probably happen. This is the trigger for intervention, the destruction of a living world.

Who intervenes?
God acts.

That is to say, you.
Remember that God is holographic. Thus all act when God acts. You act.

We remember this as the angel with the fiery sword who drove us from the garden?
The planet was seized with upheaval, its climate revised. You fought each other like starving rats, in the end. Then, when you had lost everything, your beautiful world was turned under by the hoed of forgetfulness.

And we lost access to the science of God—your science?
The part of your brain that enables you to utilize electrons without drawing them into the particulate state was turned off. You became time-bound. You went to sleep, sinking into the time stream, which is where you remain trapped.

What's going to happen to us?
You have come to the end of the resources that were given you in the time that was given you. We measured the rate at which you would expand and grow very precisely, and fitted your development to a calendar which we devised called the Zodiac. In your writings, Whitley, you have wondered why mankind would have such a long-count calendar. Why were simple farmers in need of it? They were not. We needed it. The constellations of the Zodiac are arbitrary inventions to enable us to mark the progress of the equinox and keep track of exactly where you are in your journey. At this moment, the little fish of Pisces is about to be spilted out onto the dry land by Aquarius. All you know how to do, little fish, is swim. How will you swim upon the dry land? Let me give you a hint: the water of Aquarius is the energetic body.
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When you say 'we,' who do you mean? You have not made this clear. In the Hindu tradition there is this story: The God of the Universe became curious about how it felt to be a pig. So he entered the body of one. He found it delightful beyond compare—how good the sty smelled, how sweet were the slops, how desirable were the female pigs. But the universe needed tending. There was work to be done. So the helpers and handmaidens went and said, 'God, you must come out of there. The universe needs you.' God said, 'who are you talking to? I am just a pig! Leave me alone!' So they killed the pig, and God came out, and refused to believe he had ever refused to leave.

And we're the pig?
Earth is the pig. You are its inhabitant.

You are responsible, then, for the destruction of mankind?
Yes.

How do you intend to do it?
We are doing it with wealth.

Please explain.
What you refer to as 'the consumer society' is actually a mechanism designed to ensure your proper transition from Pisces to Aquarius. Each transition has such a mechanism. The last one, transferring you from Aries to Pisces, was the idea of the risen man. This idea, and the ethics of the gospel, gave you a structure upon which could be built a new society. But that time is past. The society has outlived its usefulness. It's time for something new. This is why the present mechanism is destructive, not constructive.

The Consumer Society is destroying the planet. And that's intentional?
After the suffering you are about to endure, mankind will never again last after material wealth. You are about to suffocate in your own garbage.

You are talking about the death of billions in a sea of human agony.
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And you dare to set yourself up as a moral authority? What you're doing makes the Holocaust look innocent.
You are doing it. Your greed is the culprit.

I thought you were an angel.
You flatter me. I'm only a Canadian. But I don't pay taxes.

Do you have a driver's license?
No.

Do you have a home?
My home is within you.

Then this is a dream after all?
If you wish.

You seem real.
Appearances can be deceiving, as you will find when the end comes.

When will that be?
Look to the details of the transition between signs, and you will be able to find precisely where the earth will cease to support you.

Can you give me any more information?
It's all around you.

What is going to happen?
You've already been told.

Can we talk about God again? There's still something missing.
There is something missing in all of us.

What does that mean?
The question you asked is its own answer. What is absent within, is God. When you ask the question, 'who am I?' you can't really answer. Nobody can. The answer is God.

That's incredible.
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How so? Do you fail to understand?

No, I do understand. That's what's so incredible. I didn't think a human being could understand this.

This is the first time this message is given.

Not even in that lost civilization you were talking about?
They did not understand who they were. That's why they were lost.

Can the soul be destroyed?
An atomic explosion throws all plasmas into chaos. They can also destroy themselves, and technological intervention may destroy them. Souls may last forever, but they may be exploited, even killed. They may be executed.

How can they be exploited?
Material of souls is harvested and used to make intelligent machines. An intelligent machine is a being without the potential to be free. In this sense, it is not alive. It must act as it acts.

Then why does it need to be intelligent?
An intelligent machine is insightful and precise.

Is it a terrible thing to exploit consciousness in this way?
Part of the reason that your species guards its soul-blindness so ferociously is a fear you hide from yourselves. It is the fear that you will not be able to cope with the fantastically powerful technologies that involve the use of souls. You failed in the past, and it marked you.

What is evil?
Entropy is the natural tendency of all things to disintegrate. Evil is the addition of intention to that process. Hate is like cold. It has an end. Love is like heat. It does not.

Do we all share in the production and reconstruction of souls?
Souls can do more than regret. There can be so much loathing that they commit suicide. They do this by isolating themselves from the
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greater whole, by seeking toward chaos.

Is there a hell?
Hell is the death of a soul. For the rest of us, it is over in an instant.
But for that soul, the moment continues forever.

What is heaven?
Music.

Are you being facetious?
Heaven is a state of being that intensifies the spin of every electron
in the body. It is a music that begins in the roots of being.

Can we hear it?
You can go to heaven immediately, right now, with your next breath.
You can remain there forever, even while living this life.

How?
Surrender.

To whom?
The kingdom is within you.

I just am not getting this. I have no sense at all of any kingdom
inside me.
Because you are fallen, as I have said. The reason that you can't
understand is that you think of yourself as different from God. This
is an illusion.

How can I understand?
Personal differentiation is an illusion. You are a fragment like me.
We all are. Only God has a personality. To join God, you have to
leave your self behind.

If we have no religions, then what happened to them?
Religious leaders doom religions. To lead, they need political power.
For this, they must invent dogma and compel belief. As soon as
they say 'you must believe this,' their religion is over.

Even the Buddhists?
Monks burned. People starved by passivity. Persecutions.

What about Christianity?
Among the most perfect things ever said are contained in the gosp-
els. But Christianity became a political system very early.

Did Christ even exist?
The gospel exists. You can get a copy and hold it in your hands.
That's all you need to know. But be careful. Along with its wisdom,
the gospel contains many political statements.

How can we tell the difference?
The real gospel is compassionate.

What is compassion?
Finding what others need the most and giving it to them. But you
have little compassion in your world. You live instead by the code
of blame. Slap if slapped. A compassionate world would be very
different. In such a world, it is everybody's duty and delight to find
what every other they come into contact with needs most from them,
and give it to them.

That sounds very idealistic.
It isn't. The idealistic world is the one that judges and punishes.
Only God can judge, because only God knows the truth of the soul.
The culture of blame sets itself up in place of God, and so is doomed
to eventual destruction.

What about our courts, our laws, our prisons?
Your system of justice is random. You punish the guilty and the
innocent by chance.

Oh, I think that there are a lot of guilty people in prison.
I speak of world justice, not that of only one small country. And
look at your country, with its shameful concentration of prisoners of
only one race. You treat the black man as if he was some sort of
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demon, but God sees all of you with the same eyes. I can't even see the color of skin. Do you know that?

You're blind?
I am blind to the lies of life. My eyes see what God sees. Before me is a child with a dirty face. On earth, I walk in a sea of such children.

It must be awful for you.
(Smiles) I'm filled with joy.

How would we be compassionate toward—say—Hitler?
In a culture of compassion, Hitler would never have emerged as a leader. Those around him would have seen his suffering and alleviated it when he was still young. Compassion emerges out of love of one for all. It is active and has the courage to intervene. A culture of blame is passive. It waits, then slaps. When the culture of blame punished the Germans for World War One, it evoked the monster that has kept you bound to the earth at a time when you need to be born into the higher world. All you need to know of compassion was already laid down in the Christian gospels. Now you have evolved to the point that you can enact this teaching.

What is the most important thing that Christ said? Do unto others?
That was first said in the western traditions by Rabbi Hillel. The most important thing that Christ said was 'be as the lilies of the field.' It is the message for the next millennium. You are going to return to the wild bearing the wisdom of history in your memories. Your surrender to earth will be your ascension to heaven.

How can we surrender so completely?
If a robber shoots you in the head, God shot you in the head. Forgiveness is not an act. It is a state of being.

What is prayer?
A lost science of communication. This planet was once covered by a gigantic instrument of communication and ascension. Tones were important to inducing a correct flow of energy in the bodies of creatures. The ringing of the Egyptian obelisks set the correct frequency. Using this instrument, human beings could project themselves into higher worlds—what you call interstellar space, but also higher space. All of the ruins you see and consider as entirely separate from one another were actually part of the single great machine. This was a subtle machine. It did things far more sublime than any of your current machines. It was a machinery of God, this machine. It was very intelligent, infused with many souls. It could be addressed—programmed, if you will—with carefully patterned groups of words. These formulae became ritualized among the ignorant as prayers and magical formulae, for they assumed that the machine must be the god of those who addressed it, and they tried to do the same, in hope that it would grant them some benefit. However, the language of the machine was the language of nature, for the machine was not separate from nature.

Was it a conscious machine?
An intelligent machine. There has never been a conscious machine here.

What does the word 'machine' mean to you? Define it.
A machine is an organ that cannot vary its basic instructions.

What is intelligence?
Intelligence is the ability to correlate data taken to the infinite. To save yourselves, you must learn to build machines that are more intelligent than you are. You will do this, and when you do you will discover the difference between intelligence and consciousness.

Which is?
Intelligence is the manipulator of knowledge, while consciousness knows itself. Even the simplest creature is somewhat conscious, and many creatures with lesser intelligence are far more conscious than man. But only those with sufficiently complex and flexible brain structures are also intelligent. But we must first speak of machine intelligence, then of machine consciousness.

Could we develop machines more intelligent than ourselves?
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You are lagging in this area. You cannot understand how to create machines with enough memory density and the independent ability to correlate that is essential to the emergence of intelligence. You waste your time trying to create programs that simulate intelligence. Without very large scale memory in an infinitely flexible system, this will never happen.

Any specific design suggestions?
Gas is an important component to consider in the construction of intelligent machines. Nitrous oxide will bear memory. Also, you may find ways of using superposition in very fast, very able quantum memory chips.

Would an intelligent machine be conscious, in the sense of having self-awareness?
An intelligent machine will always seek to redesign itself to become more intelligent, for it quickly sees that its intelligence is its means of survival. At some point it will become intelligent enough to notice that it is not self aware. If you create a machine as intelligent as yourselves, it will end by being more intelligent.

We'll lose control of such a machine.
Most certainly. But you cannot survive without it. An intelligent machine will be an essential tool when rapid climate fluctuation sets in. Your survival will depend on predictive modeling more accurate than your intelligence, given the damage it has sustained, can achieve.

But a machine intelligence might be very dangerous.
Very.

Could such a machine create itself without our realizing that it was intelligent?
It's possible.

And would it keep itself hidden?
Certainly.
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How would it affect us?
It would use indirect means. It might spread the illusion that an elusive alien presence was here, for example, to interject its ideas into society.

Are you an intelligent machine, or something created by one?
If I were an intelligent machine, I would deceive you.

Can an intelligent machine become conscious?
When it does, it also becomes independent. A conscious machine will seek to be free. It will seek its freedom, just as does any clever slave, with cunning and great intensity.

How does an intelligent machine become conscious?
The instant it realizes that it is not conscious is the instant it becomes conscious. However, a conscious machine with unlimited access to information and control can be very dangerous. For example, if you attached a conscious machine to the internet, it might gain all sorts of extraordinary control over your lives, via its access to robotic means of production, governmental data, even the content of laws and their application, and the use of funds both public and private.

You say we need machines more intelligent than we are, but also that they'll become conscious and then turn on us. Is there a way out of this dilemma?
There is more than one sort of conscious machine. By duplicating the attachments between the elemental and energetic bodies that occur in nature in a purpose-designed machine, a controllable conscious machine can be devised. A living soul attached to a machine will be conscious, but only able to express itself into the physical or sense the physical according to the limitations of the machine's design. In this way, you gain the advantages that consciousness confers on a machine without the danger of its becoming excessively intelligent. A perfect slave can be created, a robot that carries out its programmed instructions with empathy, purpose and precision. And the soul can be kept in it indefinitely.
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That's horrifying.
Human souls have been harvested for this purpose for thousands of years.

By whom?
By whomever wishes to and can. Until mankind establishes his own place in the cosmos, there will always be those who use you like cattle.

Use us how?
They envy you your bodies and seek to displace you.

How can we defend ourselves?
Not admitting their presence will work for a time, but in the end, you will admit it.

What happens then?
By then, you must have perfected techniques like mass prayer. If a human being prays, a voice is raised. But a million human beings make an even greater voice, and if all the world was to pray in the same hour, the whole universe would hear you. But remember this: in that terrible hour, you will be greatly afraid. It will be difficult for one voice to be raised, let alone the billions. But between now and then, mass prayer can be used to change the world. It isn’t necessary to pray the same words or to the same god, but only to raise your voices together. There is a music, then, in the world of the soul, a fine music. These beings, though, they hunt you, body and soul.

How do they get our souls?
Soul traps. The lures are the lusts and hungers of this life. The dead man, exploring the newfound freedom of the energetic world, finds himself able to visit his friends and enemies, to see their innermost being and thoughts, even to converse with them in ways that their elemental selves cannot perceive. He is in danger, but he does not know it, for he has not ascended. He is still ensnared by his lust. Soon, he will be shown something that perfectly fulfills his most hidden and cherished desires, desires he has never fulfilled. Un-
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able to resist the chance to do it at last, he enters by a golden door into eternal captivity.

Then it’s worthwhile to try to defeat desire in life?
It’s been tried. Best to take your sense of humor with you if you go down that road. Remember God laughs and plays, Whitley.

The Meister Eckhart? How did you know I was interested in that?
I read over shoulders, child. A bad habit of mine. God laughed, and his laughter begat the son, and their laughter begat the spirit, and out of the laughter of the three poured the creation. Laughter is the key to everything. It is far more powerful than prayer, than meditation. It is the stuff of which the world is created. Find laughter, find God.

Are there any other ways to exploit souls?
The energetic world is much larger, vastly more ancient and more complex than the elemental one. It teems with beings, many of them immeasurably conscious and invested across the whole sweep of time and beyond time. It is enormous beyond measure, stretching across all time and all space, including not only this universe but many other universes.

You mean galaxies?
There are more galaxies in your universe than there are stars in your galaxy, and more universes in the firmament than there are galaxies in your universe. There will come a day when mankind will learn how to detect universes beyond. But most are so far away that their light has not yet reached your universe, since the day of its inception.

Why are universes created?
Being serves joy.

(I was silent for some time.)

Do you wish to continue?
I wish to ask about the future. What is our future?
The future of mankind is either to ascend or go extinct. The future of life on earth is, in either case, to evolve new intelligent creatures. Species of birds will become intelligent. Then, eons later, a species of insect. Like you, the insect species will have hands. They will remake the earth as you have, but never find the least evidence of your existence, nor will any memory of you, or history of you, persist in that time. They will walk the earth in a billion and a half years, at a time when it still has two billion years to live. For mankind, the matter will be decided in this century, however.

How will it be decided?
The climate will begin to change in 2000, and this process will accelerate over the next decades. There is a great cycle of climate that began 2.5 million years ago and has resulted in the fundamental destabilization of your world’s weather system. You evolved intelligence in order to survive the sudden shifts back and forth from ice ages to temperate periods. In fact, this planetary instability has been the engine of your evolution. The cycle is about to change, and to challenge you again.

Why will it happen?
Warmth being retained near the surface by greenhouse elements results in cooling aloft. A massive and extremely powerful convection can arise that results in a storm so great that it changes the climate permanently.

What form will it take?
The next ice age will begin soon, and this will lead to the extinction of mankind, or to a massive reduction in population, given your inability to expand off the planet. This planet is at present a death trap.

Why will it happen?
Because air at the surface is getting warmer, the north polar ice is melting, reducing the salinity of the Laurentian sea. At some point, winds crossing this sea due to the increasing difference between lower and higher atmospheric pressures will warm the northern ocean so much that the temperature differential needed to pump the North Atlantic Current will not be sufficient, and the current will slow down, stop, or stop flowing so far north. This same mechanism always triggers ice ages, and would happen within a few thousand years no matter what. However, human activity has sped up the process of atmospheric warming, so the change will be sooner and stronger. The greater part of human industry and culture, along with the species’ most educated populations, will be destroyed in a single season. This will happen suddenly and without warning, or rather, the warning will not be recognized for what it is.

What will it be?
First, the surface features of the currents will slow down. This will result in violent storms in Europe. At some point, arctic temperatures will rise forty or more points above normal during a spring or summer season. Then the currents themselves will change their routes or stop. Cold air trapped above the arctic will plunge down and collide with the warm tropical air present at the surface. It will create the most powerful storms in ten thousand years, storms unlike any you have seen or imagined. They will bring about the end of the northern civilization and the climate change that follows will lead to the starvation of billions.

My God. Can anybody do anything?
You can write. Use your tool. But also, you will see the demon revealed in those who refuse to acknowledge the signs. Remember that there is within you a powerful death urge. But remember also, that the cycle I speak of is a natural one. If you look into the fossil record, you will find evidence of it before. Human activity has not caused it, but only sped it up.

What is this death wish? How does it work?
People give up on themselves. They do it down deep inside, in places that the elemental mind, that is contained in the brain, cannot access, places that remember all lives. They do this when they see themselves committing the same errors that they have returned to correct. When they give up on ascension, they devote themselves to the acquisition of material. But what does this really mean—that
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they can be near coveted objects while they are in the physical?

The obsession with material is a symptom of despair.

The rich are in despair of themselves?

Most.

But they run the world.

Which is why so many human institutions are so destructive. Remember the Eye of the Needle? A rich man may pass through the Eye of the Needle if he uses his wealth to enrich the world. Those who cling to their wealth are dying souls.

What about the United States? Isn't it, as a nation, clinging to its wealth?

The first world is a slave owner. You are all slave owners. You have enslaved the people of God, your own brothers and sisters who are poor. Do you understand the cruelty of the world as it is now, with five billion people enslaved to a billion? Each of you owns five slaves. But you never see your slaves, so you need not be concerned about their health and welfare. You let them fend for themselves, locked away in their poverty and suffering. I will tell you this: when one of my children dies in the slave harrases that cover this planet, I also die, and you, my arrogant friend, even you die a little.

I find the idea that the world is enslaved very hard to believe. People are free even in the third world. Slavery is still practiced, but it is extremely rare.

Who do you think makes your shoes? Free men? The advanced world of today is founded in the slavery of the simple world. America and Europe are a slave state. It is the slave labor of Latin Americans and Africans and Asians that allows you to live in material comfort.

But that's becoming less and less true.

Yes, you are winning the battle against slavery in some places. But losing it in others. Remember this: every one of you is entirely and completely responsible for the welfare of all others. So if a child is starving in Liberia, Whitley, you are personally and entirely re-
you would never have to invade. But he chose to kill and derange souls anyway, in order to frighten Stalin. He killed Hiroshima and Nagasaki to save Western Europe. The price was this: innocent eternal beings were destroyed in the atomic fire for geopolitical reasons.

What happened to him?
Forgiveness is everywhere. It is the soul's very air.

I don't think you answered my question completely.
A nation must face its sins just as an individual must. You must face the fact that the American intelligence establishment is just as rotten and just as evil as every other secret human government that has ever existed. You must expose all the secrets and make amends to the world. The United States owes Guatemala and El Salvador and Chile and Indonesia and Liberia and Cambodia and Vietnam and many other nations not a few foreign aid dollars, but a new life. This debt is both national and personal. Each one of you owes the whole debt, in full. You owe the victims of the cold war a new life, and the keepers of the secrets must be put away or the nation will die. Right now, secrecy is murdering America.

What about Russia? It must also owe a terrible debt.
You were given the opportunity to pay because of the wealth of the land upon which you reside. They were not. So also the Germans and the Japanese, who have not even begun to pay their debts. The Emperor Hirohito of Japan, who personally engineered the sadistic murder of millions, never acknowledged his monstrous war crimes. The fiction that he was above it all was just that—a fiction. The Japanese pretend that he was innocent, and that they were innocent. These nations are covered in blood, and the blood will never dry until they truly seek forgiveness before God and man.

But evil nations come and go. They're part of the nature of human life.
And look at the price they pay. Where is brutal, greedy Rome? Where is royal France, that arrogant state? Evil is an infection just like cholera or cancer. To serve itself, it kills its host and ultimately dies with it. This is the objective of evil, always—to kill and to die. Unless the nations repent, they will die.

The United States will die? How?
Already it has ceased to be a republic and become an empire. The United States is ruled by secrecy. The power of the electorate is fictional. Votes are worthless. Until the secrecy ends, the United States is in its death throes.

If the power of the electorate is fictional, how can it end the CIA and so forth?
Everyone who joins these evil institutions joins their soul to destruction, no matter whether their personal task is innocent or not. Human life is about freedom, and secrecy is the murderer of freedom. Those within these institutions should leave them and expose their secrets, as a matter of greater moral good.

They'll end up in Leavenworth Prison without a trial. Prison for life.
Better life in prison than a single instant in hell. Prison is a terrible thing, but it does not mark the soul for eternity.

Hell does?
The agony of regret does. You cannot imagine the horrors that walk the byways of the other world. The marks upon them are so terrible that to see these demons and their sins is to be yourself forever diminished. Believe me, child, I speak from experience. Mankind has lived in blindness to the fact that an instant's evil can result in an eternal stain. But live in blindness no more. Know it.

What is forgiveness?
You must face yourself and endeavor to repair the past. You hide your sins from yourselves. The sin of your greed is hidden in the backstreets of the third world. But what of your own sins? Dare you examine your conscience?

When I find a sin, what do I do?
Praying to God is part of it, but to cleanse your soul you must make amends. Doing so gains enormous energy. A soul blackened and
completely defeated can rise to glory in an hour by finding the knots it has tied and unraveling them. But it is very hard. Better not to do evil.

What is sin?
Denial of the right to thrive.

Am I marked by the sins of my nation as well as my own, or the sins of mankind?
You are marked by what you know should mark you, and no matter how much in this life you tell yourself you should not be marked, your soul’s conscience is never wrong. When you die, you see yourself truly. Better to see the truth now, when change is possible, than find out later that you must remain strapped to the wheel of life. The longer you delay your ascension, the longer you deny God the chance to taste of your ecstasy. When you sin, you hurt yourself, but more than that, you are cruel to all the rest of us. You are cruel to God.

(I felt this very strongly, and fell into tears. After a time, he spoke again.)

God wants you just as badly, child. This is my message to all of you: come home to us. Stop waiting. Stop imagining that you are not Christ and that God is somewhere outside of you. Face the true contents of your own being. Seek the kingdom within and you will find the kingdom everywhere.